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ATLANTA REVERSE
LOGISTICS SERVICES
What We Bring to the Table
• 260,000 Sq. Ft Warehousing &
Distribution Center
• In-House Fleet for Final Mile
Pickup & Delivery
• Professional Warehouse &
Project Management Staff to
Oversee Your Project
• Technology Driven Inventory
Management
• Infrastructure (Racks, Forklifts,
Staff) Provided

Data Points to Include (possibly Bullets – Standard to all Brochures):

CORE OFFERINGS:

Big Idea / Title: Commercial Warehousing, Moving & Logistics Services

What We Bring to the Table: 260,000 Sq. Feet of Industrial Warehousing Space within 20-25 minutes of
Midtown, Owned Fleet of Trucks for Final Mile Delivery, and Professional Moving & Project
Management Staff to Oversee Your Project, Technology Driving Photo-based Management of Goods and
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Our Philosophy
Each project is unique with very specific goals
and measures; you can expect the exact same
from our approach. Whether your project is
large or small, new or ongoing, MyPorter has a
service or solution for you. We execute projects
with quality and integrity – on time and on
budget.
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Procuring and installing furniture and equipment is not as simple as making the purchase. How assets
travel from manufacturer to being received at the office space to installation if often a multi-stage

Atlanta Liquidation & Value Capture
Product that is not suitable to be resold to the US
market can nonetheless still provide value to your
Atlanta reverse logistics organization. MyPorter has
relationships with vendors both inside the US and
abroad who will take product in any condition. Turn
your trash in to cash.

Efficiency Critical to Reverse Logistics Value Capture
Given the reduced margin involving reverse logistics in
Atlanta, MyPorter deploys a ready-made process and
offers various levels of service to best accommodate
your financial profile. We are willing to be as granular,
or generalized, based on your requirements
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Flexible Terms and Speed to Contract
At MyPorter, we believe in flexibility. Month to month
or a fixed contract, we're happy to work within your
constraints. Our SOW's are typically one page or less,
negotiation process to final signature often takes less
than 24 hours.

C O M M E R C I A L

CASE IN POINT

Data Center Battery Company Uses MyPorter for Atlanta Reverse Logistics and Atlanta Final Mile
Delivery

The Challenge

A nation-wide battery company serving the technology data center market needed a full-service
partner who could bring them an end-to-end solution. The client needed to 1) ship new batteries
to be installed directly to MyPorter's Atlanta reverse logistics distribution center 2) deliver
product on-site in a specific sequence 3) pickup used batteries and score them appropriately
based on their pre-developed rubric.
How we Helped
MyPorter provided a multi-faceted solution, receiving multiple truckloads of highly sensitive
batteries that needed to be categorized and parceled out to multiple data center projects.
MyPorter then used its dedicated fleet to distribute and then bring used batteries back to the
MyPorter Atlanta DC to be scored as "recycle," "refurbish," or "liquidate." Our Atlanta reverse
logistics team scored every single product coming back from the data centers before ultimately
distributing them back to the appropriate parties involved.
Results
MyPorter’s technology platform allowed the client to have a clear picture of what inventory was
in the MyPorter DC and the disposition scoring of all reversed product in Atlanta. As a result of
the performance, we have transitioned the engagement from project-based to an ongoing
agreement. MyPorter has executed a version of this project no less than six times (and counting)
at the time of this writing.

"Historically, we used multiple providers for

these kinds of projects, at great expense and
difficulty. Centralizing all aspects with MyPorter
has reduced great expense and a huge headache"

VP Logistics

To find out more, contact:
commercial@myporter.com | 404.574.4641

